
4.2.1 Library is automated using Integrated Library Management System (ILMS) 

Answer:  

The library activities of the Institute are automated by using Software called Easy Lib. It is a 

data source, residing on a server and serves as a Centre to our entire network, having the ability 

to build and manage our library. Easylib provides extensive features that a library requires and 

desires. Basic features include: Acquisition, Cataloguing, Membership management, 

circulation, periodical and OPAC 

Main menu  

 Cataloguing and Accessioning  

 Circulation 

 OPAC 

 Setup and Securities  

 Members  

 Periodicals  

 Registration  

 Digital Library  

Easy Lib enables the library users to 

 Perform extensive search from various terminals through our LAN 

 Perform various library related activities such as procurement, classification, coding, 

issuing etc. 

 Functions as software for security and log on mechanisms 

 Connect our library to other digital information centers, on demand 

 Use as a multilingual data entry facility 

Easy lib also offers bar coding compatibility of the entire library stack.  The multimedia and PC/s 

with internet provided at the library, enables the use of Easy Lib. 



The students and faculty are given ID and password for the use of online journal portals. 

Likewise, our research journal – Anveshana has a separate website (www.anveshana.in). 

Cataloguing and Acquisition: 

This module basically distributed in ordering, receipts monitoring invoice processing, 

accessioning and payment monitoring  

Circulation module: 

A circulation system module includes most of the elements of circulation section required in a 

library. Each sub modules include activities of different aspects of work normally carries in the 

circulation section. It has got a provision to automatically calculate overdue charges. This modules 

helps to have effective control over financial as well as circulation activities  

OPAC: 

One of the major attractions of Easylib is that it has a powerful online public access catalogue with 

the choice of search option and variety of display formats. User in library can search the 

bibliography database and find specific information online which would not normally be possible 

form traditional catalogue. The search facility also tells the availability of each item for circulation 

including current status of individual copies of a title  

Membership: 

Membership is assigned to every student. Student’s details are entered and soon after the 

completion of their two years course membership will be inactive automatically. 

Link 

 

 Issue of books through library software were made  

 Barcode labelling for MBA books were made  

 MBA question Paper were scanned  

 Data entry of bound volumes of journals of MBA were made  

 Xerox machine was purchased  

 HP Scanner were purchased to scan question paper  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kL7xK3AOipijrnfkzrJ4OSxA6vPPOZVq/view?usp=sharing


 
  

 
 


